Maximize Exam
Security Using
Remote Proctoring
Without WiFi

Regardless of the setting, exam security can be a challenge. ExamMonitor provides technology-enabled
remote proctoring to help institutions ensure exam integrity and deter academic dishonesty. ExamMonitor
allows educators to deliver assessments, with the assurance that strong security features will flag any
behavioral anomalies during the exam.
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The Process
Students begin by logging in to ExamID and taking and
approving a photo of themselves. Once the exam has
begun, ExamMonitor records continuous audio and
video using both webcams and screen capture functions.
No WiFi connection is required during the exam. Once
the exam is completed, exam-takers reconnect to the
internet, allowing the software to begin automatically
uploading answer files and monitoring recordings to the
ExamSoft platform for review.

How It Works

24/7 proctoring
support

1. Exam-takers verify their identity through ExamID at login,
before beginning their assessments.
2. ExamMonitor captures audio and video recording of the
exam-taker as they navigate through the assessment — even
with WiFi disabled.

Tracking of
both desktop and
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3. Technology-enabled proctoring flags any unusual behavior
during the assessment. Potential incidents do not stop
the exam.
Proctoring reports
4. Once the exam is complete, the proctoring files are uploaded
with the exam answer files and securely stored with ExamSoft.

available within
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5. Exam administrators receive a time-stamped proctoring report
for all flagged incidents so they can review and make final
determinations around potential integrity violations.
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Note: You must have ExamID to use ExamMonitor.

ExamSoft is the digital assessment platform that helps institutions achieve
higher levels of course, program, and student success. With an intuitive
testing application, ExamSoft makes it simple to create, administer, and
grade exams, and generate detailed performance reports from the
results — all to provide educators with a complete and accurate view
of student learning.
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